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Sit back, relax, and ease your mind. Let your thoughts drift away with this beautifully peaceful and

meditative collection of soothing piano music that is original, spontaneous, and uniquely created. 8 MP3

Songs NEW AGE: Meditation, NEW AGE: Ambient Details: Set sail for a journey into deep relaxation . . .

You are getting S L E E P Y. . . . This collection contains nearly one hour of peaceful, quiet songs that are

great to unwind, sleep, or just relax to, or play anytime you want to set a peaceful mood. It blends

elements of New Age and Classical music into a unique, soft style. "I hope you find this music relaxing

and enjoyable. I composed all of these songs as I played  recorded them for the first time, with no prior

planning, and no edits or retakes afterwards. Many people have said that these songs really help them to

relax." "Thank you for your interest." Bill Johnson Would you like to hear FREE full length, hi quality

samples of this entire CD? Go to the BillJohnsonPianohomepage, where you can download the entire CD

and listen to all of the songs up to 3 times for free, and then you have the option to come back here and

buy the whole CD, or just buy the tracks you want through the new "Weedshare" program that actually

pays you to share music. Check out the Free Music Downloads page at BillJohnsonPianowhere you can

learn more. Also, check out Bill's NEW CD, "Meanderings" (See the link on this page) Spring Morning

(3:12) Butterfly (9:26) Autumn Breeze (9:38) Midnight Snowfall (7:42) Morning Slumber (6:48) Above

Cloud 9 (7:50) Daydreams (5:04) Sleep (6:40) Total Time (56:27) CD Manufactured by Marcan Inc.
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